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Introduction 
 

Water management in the Republic of Croatia is regulated by the Water Act (Official Gazette -

OG153/09 and the Act on Water Management Financing (OG 153/09). Both acts are harmonised with 

EU water related acquis and were adopted in 2009. According to the Water Act, Croatian Waters is 

obliged to undertake preliminary flood risk assessment, develop flood hazard maps and flood risk 

maps and to prepare flood risk management plans. The European Commission and Croatia initiated a 

Twinning project. A consortium of the Netherlands, Austria and France were selected by the 

European Commission and Croatia. Aim of this Twinning project is to contribute to the 

implementation of the Water Act through the preparation of flood hazard maps and flood risk maps.  

One of the results of the project is a series of documents related to the implementation of the Floods 

Directive by Croatia:  

1. A guidance document on the technical aspects of the preparation of flood hazard maps and flood 

risk maps. 

2. A guidance document on the assessment of flood risks and adverse consequences of floods. 

3. A guidance document on the integrated assessment of existing and planned civil engineering 

measures for flood protection. 

4. A guidance document on the methodology for assessing potential impacts of climate change on 

flood risks. 

5. A guidance document on the participation of the public and stakeholders in flood risk 

management. 

6. A guidance document on the preparation of the Flood Risk Management Plans. 

This guidance document is about the assessment of flood risks and the adverse consequences of 

floods. The flood assessment is the step between the preliminary flood risk assessment resulting in 

the delineation of areas with a potential significant flood risk and the programme of measures and 

the final flood risk management plan. Croatia delineated approximately 2000 APSFRs. This guidance 

document will describe a transparent method how to come from the areas with a potential risk to 

areas with a so called non-accepted risk, where measures have to be taken to reduce the adverse 

consequences of risks. It will describe various ways to prioritise the areas with risks and hence 

prioritise in a transparent way the measures to reduce these risks. This helps to decide where the 

money should go. During a workshop the pilot areas of the Kupa river and the Neretva Delta were 

used as an example for this. From the workshop it became clear that the method is applicable to the 

whole of Croatia (see annex 1 for the results of the workshop).  

This guidance document describes the general pattern of prioritisation and presents methods and 

indicators and shows that there are many ways of defining procedures. The aim of this document is 

to give elements to help CW build their own approach. In annexes 2, 3, 4 and 5 examples are given 

from Austria, France, Switzerland and the Netherlands.  
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Legal base 

In November 2007 the European Floods Directive (2007/60/EG) became effective. The intended 

objective of the Directive is to establish a national as well as an international framework for the 

assessment and management of flood risks to reduce the negative consequences of flooding on 

human health, economic activities, the environment and cultural heritage. The Floods Directive gives 

the public, private sectors and government agencies transparent information about possible flood 

risks, which measures are foreseen to reduce or to manage the risks and when and by whom these 

measures will be executed. The Floods Directive does not contain quantified objectives or measures. 

It is a responsibility for the individual Member States to develop those objectives and measures.  
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1. Framing conditions 
 

When applying a Flood Risk Assessment, it is important to decide upon boundaries in scope, space, 

issues of consideration and also time. Here, the Flood Risk Assessment shall be applied for helping 

the BC to get from the Hazard and Risk Maps to the Flood Risk Management Plans and to support 

them for identifying hot spot APSFRs and for prioritising them.  

1.1  Scope 

Art. 2(2) of the FD gives the definition of Flood Risk, which shall be used here:  

‘flood risk’ means the combination of the probability of a flood event and of the potential adverse 

consequences for human health, the environment, cultural heritage and economic activity 

associated with a flood event.  

Based upon this and based upon the needs of the BC, the Flood Risk Assessment shall help to 

differentiate between acceptable / not acceptable risks and to rank the risks.  

As 2000 APSFRs will have to undergo a risk assessment in Croatia and as it is not clear how much 

additional information will be available for this purpose, the method proposed here is based only on 

the available information on the hazard and risk maps. So these maps are the input for the risk 

assessment. 

1.2  Scenario restrictions 

The scenarios investigated in Croatia cover fluvial floods and assume that the present protection 

structures are fully intact.  

This means that other scenarios may also be possible but are not considered in this project , e.g.:  

 other sources of flooding such as pluvial floods, groundwater floods, sea water floods and 

artificial bearing infrastructure floods 

 other modelling assumptions such as modelling the natural state (without protection 

measures), modelling structural failure scenarios, modelling the future state accounting for 

climate change and/or future protection measures 

 other flooding characteristics such as blocking of water pathways, ice jams, landslides, 

erosion and torrents. 

Also for the case of the modelled fluvial floods it has to be taken into account that maybe not all 

tributaries will be modelled and thus also for the fluvial floods not the all hazards are visible on the 

maps.  

1.3  Visualisation restrictions 

Apart from the scenario restrictions mentioned above also visualization restrictions related to the 

hazard and risk maps should be mentioned.  

First of all the flood hazards shown are not fully accurate because of data and/or modelling 

uncertainties. In reality  flood characteristics (extent, depth, velocity) may deviate from the 

information shown on the maps.  
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Secondly, effects like the flood duration, pollution of water or debris content of the flood water are 

not accounted for in the hazard simulations, but may be important drivers for flood damage. Those 

effects can consequently not be read from the maps, but need expert judgement. 

Consequently, the assets at risk shown on the risk map (settlements, inhabitants, economic areas, 

infrastructure, potential polluters and environment, cultural heritage) may not be equal to the ones 

actually affected in the event.  

Moreover, the data basis for the risk maps may have some weaknesses and/or errors (e.g. CORINE, 

not up-to-date point information for polluters, inhabitant numbers not accounting for those in the 

illegal buildings).  

A very important point is that damage-reducing effects of non-structural preparedness measures 

(e.g. forecasting systems, emergency management measures, high public awareness, flood 

experience in the population) are not show on the risk maps, so the effects of these will not be 

accounted for in the proposed method. 

The same applies to object-related permanent protection measures, when e.g. a property owner has 

elevated the entrance of the house above the flood level, or when cellar windows are flood-

protected. Especially for infrastructure like railways, it cannot be derived from the maps whether 

they are elevated and thus maybe not affected by the flood, or whether they are on surface level and 

affected by the flood event. Such effects are not shown on the maps.  

There are also adverse consequences, especially those related to not directly tangible consequences 

which are difficult to assess and visualize and thus difficult to account for in a flood risk assessment. 

Examples are :  

 indirect tangible consequences: traffic disruption, business disruption  

 indirect intangible consequences: psychological damage, migration  

 direct intangible consequences: deaths, evacuees, injured 

1.4  Consequences  

The discussed restrictions in scenarios, modelling, data availability, uncertainties, visualization make 

clear that the proposed risk assessment is only a attempt and may not give a fully realistic picture. 

Therefore, additional measures like regional/local stakeholder consultation (see guidance document 

on public participation) are important to improve the overall risk assessment. 
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2. Overall approach (scheme and steps) 
 

2.1    From Preliminary Risk Assessment (PRA) to Risk Assessment (RA) 

Croatian Waters selected the areas with a potential significant flood risk (APSFRs). The textbox below 

shows how the selection was done (information Darko Barbalić). 

 

To come to a selection of the APSFRs in Croatia, the following basic data were used: 

 CORINE land cover 

 Population density 

 Protected areas 

 Flood control structures 

 Recent floods analysed 

 

The combination of these maps gave the preliminary risk components: 

 Preliminary flood hazards 

 Preliminary sensitivity to floods 

 Preliminary soil erosion risk 

 

The results were: 

 Preliminary risk levels 

 Areas of significant potential risk 

 

For the preliminary flood hazards, the following types of floods were considered: 

 Fluvial floods 

 Regularly flooded 

 Flooding due to overtopping and structural failures 

 Areas prone to torrents 

 Sea floods 

 Failures of high dams 

 

The following flood risk receptors were considered as well as their sensitivity to floods: 

 High sensitivity 

 Settlements 

 Industries 

 Landfills 

 Medium sensitivity 

 Significant infrastructure 

 Low sensitivity 

 Agriculture 

 No sensitivity 

 Forests, bare rocks etc.. 

 

The analysis was done on the level of the administrative settlements. The final result was a list of 
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approximately 2000 APSFRs. 

 

 
 

Fig 1  Preliminary risk level                                   Fig 2 Areas of Potential Significant Flood Risk 

 

This guidance document 4.2 gives a step wise approach to come from the areas with a potential 

significant flood risk  - the long list in figure 3 -  to areas with accepted risks and areas with non-

accepted risks (step 1). The result is a 1st list with all the APSFRs with non-accepted risks.  In the step 

2 the risks will be reviewed and the advantages and disadvantages of a prioritisation of the risks will 

be described. The result will be a  2nd list. In step 3 a prioritisation of projects for the first period will 

be done. This will result in a  3rd list. The final method to be developed and used by Croatia should be 

transparent and should preferably be applicable for all 2000 APSFR in Croatia.  

2.2  Step1  

2.2.1 From APSFRs to areas with non-accepted risk 

As mentioned, there are approximately 2000 APSFRs. In the first step a distinction has to be made 

between accepted risks and non-accepted risks. Because of the large number of APSFRs, it is advised 

to execute this step to use simple GIS-algorithms based on clearly defined criteria. In annex 1 the 

criteria used during the workshop are mentioned. Which criteria will be used by Croatia is a policy 

decision.  

 

Examples of criteria are: 

 The city of Zagreb will be flooded only with a frequency once every 1000 years 

 Extensive agriculture will not be protected from flooding 

 Capital intensive agricultural land  will be protected from flooding once every 25 years 

 Orchards can stand an inundation of 25 centimetres at a maximum during 5 days   

 Where the flow velocity is more than 1 m/s, there is a serious risk of damage to houses  
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Figure 3  scheme of flood risk assessment. 

 

In areas where there are acceptable risks , no further measures to reduce the negative consequences 

of floods have to be implemented. These APSFRs will no longer be considered. The flood risks of in 

the remaining APSFRs cannot be regarded as acceptable. . Further quantification is needed to be able 

to assess which risks are regarded as not acceptable.. 

 2.2.2 Necessary data 

To be able to do this analysis hazard maps with various return periods should be available, e.g. return 

periods once every 25 years (high frequency floods), once every 100 years (medium frequency 

floods) and once every 1000 years (low frequency floods). These maps should not only contain the 

delineation of the flood, but the water depth as well. For specific analyses like the maximum duration 

of inundation, maps with duration of floods for the 3 frequencies must be available.  

An overlay of the hazard maps with e.g. CORINE land use maps, maps with infrastructure will give the 

areas with the accepted risks and the non-accepted risks.  

 

In case the analyses of the flood maps and land use maps shows that parts of Zagreb are inundated 

already during a flood that occur with a frequency once every 100 years instead of once every 1000 

years, this is a non-accepted risk and  it will be clear that measures are necessary to increase  the 

level of protection.  
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2.2.3 Remarks 

A number of specific remarks is given below: 

 For the selection of the APSFRs various kind of floods were considered like areas prone to 

torrent floods, floods from the sea, failure of dams. In the modelling that was executed 

during the twinning project, only fluvial floods were considered. These maps can be used for 

a first screening, but is advised that during a consultation people who know the area give 

their feedback on the maps. 

 When flood hazard maps from modelling are not available, a preliminary analyses can be 

done using the extend of previous floods. When only high frequency flood maps are 

available, it is possible to combine these maps with the extend of previous floods to get an 

idea of floods with a medium frequency.  

 A decision has to be made whether to consider only the risks from medium frequency floods, 

or to consider the risks from high and low frequency risks maps as well.  

2.3  Step 2 

2.3.1 Prioritisation of risks 

The result of step 1 is a list of APSFRs with non-accepted risks. These risks will be multiple, like 

number of people affected, area of inundated agricultural land, number of IPPC plants inundated, 

number of UNESCO heritage sites inundated. For step 1, it was possible to use a simple GIS 

algorithm. For the second step, the knowledge of experts and people with local knowledge is 

necessary.  

 

For example, the risk maps indicate whether there is a drinking water station within the inundated 

zone. However, this station can serve a local community with a limited number of people affected, 

but can affect thousands of people as well. The same applies for a water treatment plant: affected 

people could be a few or thousands. In case roads are inundated, it might be that only local roads, 

serving local communities are considered, but in case these roads are of national importance. In this 

case, the number of people affected will be much higher.  

 

The first question is which risks to consider and how to deal with the various risk categories. In 

various countries, in the first FRMPs the areas with cultural heritage were not considered. In the 

Netherlands, the areas under the Directive 2000/60/EC were not considered either. In the 

Netherlands, France and Austria, number of people affected and economic activities were the most 

important. These categories of risks can be considered individually, but can be weighted as well (see 

the next box for an example of Ireland). 

 

Table 1 Weighting factors used in Ireland 

 

Risk receptor weight 

Risk to human health 30 

Economic return 25 

Transport and utility infra-structure 15 
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Pollution sources 15 

Habitats 10 

Fisheries 5 

Agriculture 5 

Landscape 5 

Cultural heritage 5 

  

The outcome of step 1 was a list of all the APSFRs with non-accepted risks. By ranking the risks, one 

will get a better idea in which areas are the highest risks and where the lowest risks. For those areas 

with risks, projects will be developed.  There are 2 options,  

Option 1: select from the total the areas with the highest risks, or select the projects with the highest 

CBR and then continue with step 3 or further. 

Option 2: for all the areas (or aggregated areas) projects have to be considered. For all these projects 

cost-benefit analyses  and multi-criteria analyses have to be made. These CBAs and MCAs can help to 

select the most profitable projects.  

One possibility within option 2 is that only the projects with the highest risks are considered for the 

first flood risk management plan. Then again the projects with the highest CBR can be selected (or 

not). 

An other possibility within option 2, is to execute a quick screening of the list of the projects in all the 

APSFRs using a quick and dirty cost-benefit analysis and prioritise. During the twinning project, a first 

analysis was made for 3 areas (see figure 4). Cost and benefits can only be compared when costs and 

benefits are calculated in a uniform way.  

 

 € €€ €€€ 

% a2 a 

2 4 

4 5  

4 

%% b 

1 a1 

3   

%%% a 2 1  

1 3 2 

3a 

 Not assessed: b1, b2, b3  

Not categorized: 5 (too high cost) 3b (no effect), a3 (no cost) 

 

Figure 4    Combined prioritisation, Kupa (blue), Neretva (green) and Bednja (red) 
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2.3.2 Considerations 

For the analysis of the risks, a number of considerations have to be made: 

 Cost-benefit ratio, but will not be considered. This is a disadvantage of the method. In case 

the number of affected people is considered, cities with the greatest amount of inhabitants 

will get the highest score. In case only the highest ranking areas are considered, the most 

populated cities will always be included. On the one hand it is fair because these areas will 

have probably the highest number of economic activities as well.  

 To have a more equal spread of projects over the country, instead of number of people 

affected, population density can be considered as a criterion, or the affected area as a 

percentage of the whole area of the APSFR.  

 As mentioned before, flooding of infrastructure will have a direct affect, but will have an 

indirect effect in a wider area as well. It has to be decided whether these consequences will 

be taken into consideration or not.  

 Some technical installations - infrastructural or industrial- are of utmost and vital 

importance, like nuclear power plants or refineries. These should be considered differently. 

 When ranking, areas with small risks will appear low on the list. However, it is possible, that a 

project for this area would still need to have a high priority. 

2.4  Step 3  

2.4.1 Quantified assessment of risk: Expected Annual Damages and Cost-Benefit indicators for 

project assessment 

The output of step 2 is a list with risks. This list can be ordered or not, a limited number of areas with 

non-accepted risk or all areas with non-accepted risk can be considered. The next step is to prioritise 

the projects. There are a number of economical tools that can be helpful. These tools are described 

in more detail in guidance document 3 “A guidance document on the integrated assessment of 

existing and planned civil engineering measures for flood protection”. In this guidance document, the 

tools will be described briefly with their advantages and disadvantages.  

Paragraph 2.4.2 will comment on the use of Expected Annual Damages to assess the risk over a given 

territory (present-state or future development state), because they can be used as a quantified 

assessment for a screening or a prioritisation phase based on APSFR (top part of the process graph, 

see figure 3). 

Paragraph 2.4.3 will address the prioritisation and the selection of projects, for which cost-benefit or 

multi-criteria analyses can be a convenient tool, providing some precautions are taken. 

2.4.2 Expected Annual Damages as a measurement of RISK for ranking APSFRs 

Expected Annual Damages (EAD) are integrated indicators of the flood consequences over the flood 

regime, usually represented by a set of floods, and over the catchment or any study domain. This 

variable is a quantified measure of flood risk. Expected Annual Damages provide a quantified and 

objective measure of risk. 

Advantages of Expected Annual Damages (EAD): 

 They correspond to the mathematical definition of risk, as the expectancy of damages, when 

they are properly assessed over the whole range of flood frequencies. 
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 Results can be given at a global level (cumulated value over the studied domain) or 

spatialised and mapped as wished (EAD per sub catchment, per municipality, per pixel etc..) 

 EAD can be estimated on present-state or in a prospective study (land use change, hazard 

change, flood mitigation project) 

 

Drawbacks of Expected Annual Damages are: 

 They need many data, including economic data e.g. cost of damages. 

 Data is still very patchy and lacks accuracy. Uncertainty is to be expected and should be 

assessed. Steps should be taken to increase the available information (feedback on past flood 

events, list of all damages, etc..). 

 They are suited to direct monetary costs. Some of the costs can be estimated from the 

hazard maps using simple algorithms (costs related to flood depth estimated using a stage-

damage function: damages to property, loss of agricultural yield etc..). 

 Indirect costs are much more difficult to estimate through a simple algorithm (disruptions 

caused by local flooding of infrastructure also depends on the topology of the network). 

 Other “ adverse consequences” can be monetised and included into the EAD formula is 

debated: some authors propose to estimate the cost of a human life or of ecosystems 

services, but the main trend seems to be the use of multi-criteria analyses to make a more 

complete assessment. 

 Incidents like dam breaks, dyke breaches and ice jams may significantly improve the risk and 

are up to now difficult to include in the assessment – this implied to define scenarios and 

estimate their likelihood. 

2.4.3 Multi-criteria analyses and Cost-benefit analysis to quantify efficiency / prioritise PROJECTS 

The expected result of measures, whether structural and non-structural is to reduce the overall risk 

over the studied domain. The economic approach to assess the consequences is to estimate the 

modification of the EAD. But it is not the only criterion involved: Multi-criteria Analyses allow 

including more in the decision making than only damage reduction. 

We shall remind here some properties of EAD and AAD (average annual avoided damages) measuring 

the change in EAD, before giving some examples of MCA approaches (2.4.4).  

Average annual Avoided Damages (AAD) as a quantified assessment of the reduction of EAD by a 

project 

The difference between the EAD before and after the project is the AAD can then be used as a 

measure of project benefit in a cost-benefit analysis (see guidance document on structural 

measures). 

Note: structural measures may locally increase the flood hazard (downstream in the case of 

levees, upstream in the case of mitigation dams), in order to reduce the EAD on the more 

strategic areas of the territory. This contrasted result does not appear in the overall AAD but will 

show up in maps with a spatial representation of AAD.  
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Cost-Benefit Analysis as a quantified assessment of the efficiency of a project  

The principle of a Cost-Benefit analysis is to compare the benefit of the project (AAD) and its costs 

(investment and maintenance costs) in a given span of time, taking into account a discount 

coefficient dimming the weight of the more distant years. 

There are two indicators who can be used to present the result (see guidance document 3; structural 

measures): 

 NPV (Net Present Value) which is the overall difference between cost and benefit over this 

span of time: its represent the total expected gain (or loss) 

 the ratio between benefit and cost over this span of time, which is the effectiveness of the 

money spent. 

 

CBA outputs as a quantified indicator for projects ranking   

 

Should the NPV and ratios be available for a list of possible projects, they appear as very objective 

indicators to rank them and help to prioritise their implementation. The ratio, in particular, is a very 

good tool to assess how well the money is spent. 

 

However, ranking and choice may not be straightforward because the projects are not 

independent: most of the possible actions will have impacts on a larger area than the APSFR and will 

interact with other measures. 

Indeed, one of the advantages of CBA, as stated in the “structural measures” guidance document, is 

that they can assess the impact of a strategy combining all kinds of structural and non-structural 

measures. Structural measures modify the hazard and non-structural measures modify the damages 

for a given flood event. All these effects interact which each other: if you reduce the damages for the 

same level of flood events (“all things being equal”), you consequently modify EAD and thus AAD due 

to structural measures.  

 

The cost-benefit analysis may be used to assess each projects individually, in a preliminary step, but 

the most relevant assessment is the CBA of the catchment-wide strategy, combining several 

structural and non-structural measures.    

 

In other words, the overall effect of measures (structural / non-structural) cannot be inferred from 

the individual effect of each of them. Projects that may appear very smart in the first stages, with a 

very good benefit/cost ratio, may lose much of their interest in the following stages because of 

structural measures taken upstream or because of non-structural measures taken on the domain 

(flood-proof designs, flood warning systems).  

 

Note on organisation for strategy-designing: if the strategy is defined with a global, catchment-wise 

vision (i.e. CW branch offices in the main catchments), the solutions may more naturally be devised 

as a combination of measures. If the technical issues were to be considered by different people for 

each APSFR, it will be more tempting to assess measures individually and even to consider other 

projects as “competitors” for money. As a result the process towards a strategy with the best result 

at the scale of the catchment appears more difficult and time-consuming. However, input for local 

stakeholder remains very valuable, first because they have knowledge of the catchment and can 
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have a wise vision, or a combination of both (local solutions for local problems, catchment-wide 

solutions for catchment-wise problems?).  

2.4.4 The use of multi-criteria analysis 

You can build indicators integrating effects on more that monetized aspects; weighing may yield a 

quantified indicator (see annex 2 for an example in Austria), useful for comparing and ranking. Thus, 

using MCA for APSFR ranking is possible. In the workshop exercise, the approach used for 

prioritisation in the Neretva Delta consisted in selecting one priority criterion (population in the 

flooded area) used to rank the APSFR, the catchment with the same value for the first criterion being 

then ordered with respect to the second value and so on.  

However, MCA indicators lack economical/monetary meaning and thus cannot be used as input in a 

state-of-the-art CBA to assess projects. In other words, they may describe the result, but without 

objective comparison with the cost. 

2.4.5 Data needed 

The data needed depend on the requested accuracy of the study, but they include: 

 Geo-localised  probabilistic hazard maps (with at least the water depth, but also may be flood 

duration and velocity, depending on how the damage functions are defined); 

 Geo-localised  land use maps (with at least the water depth, but also may be flood duration 

and velocity, depending on how the damage functions are defined); 

 Other relevant spatial information for direct and indirect damage assessment if required: 

characteristic of buildings (number of  stories, number of inhabitants, elevation of first floor, 

etc.) and infrastructures (roads, railways, electricity and drinking water networks, etc.) 

 Damage functions, allowing deriving damages from hazard and vulnerability maps (land use, 

etc.). 

 The damages function may be derived from generalization of existing functions in the same 

region, or estimated using information on past events (obtained from municipalities, 

operational services, insurance companies, etc.), or a combination of both. Many studies 

were published about uncertainty of economic analysis and the causes of these 

uncertainties. 

2.4.6 Considerations 

On expected annual damages: 

 Is EAD assessment reliable enough for the present use? This question may lead to discard the 

method for the 1st cycle and undertake further research to make the method available for 

the next cycle. 

 How to define a criterion using EAD:  overall EAD per APSFR (in the present state, 1 APSFR = 1 

municipality) with the consequences of giving more weight to large APSFR, or EAD per areal 

unit? 

 EAD alone will give priority to economic activity and urban areas, other criteria are difficult to 

take into account (environmental aspects) and some are even impossible to translate 

(principle of solidarity). A multi criteria analysis is then more appropriate (example of the 

prioritisation exercise: number of people came first). 
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On the use of multi-criteria analysis for prioritisation:  

 Cost-Benefit Analysis is only one tool to assess economic efficiency, there are other criteria 

for decision-making (impacts on the environment, feasibility of the project, solidarity).  

 It is possible to define criteria and give them weights and compute an overall composite 

indicator. However, assigning weights is a delicate task; it is not easy to make sure that all 

criteria are properly taken into account as wished. 

 The definition of APSFR implies that some areas are more exposed to risk than others; 

therefore it can be considered that they require measures more urgently, but other criteria 

have to be taken into account as well, like CBA and environmental acceptability. This is 

indeed a specific criterion that has to be taken into account. 

 An approach chosen in Austria is to devise matrices (See annex, figure 2: FRMP in AT: 

schematic illustration of draft ranking of measures in APSFR) which take as input classes of 

each criterion, and give as output a class of priority. There might be several successive such 

matrices to account for more criteria.  

 Another presentation is to build a table with different criteria for the main criterion, in this 

case the level of APSFR prioritisation. The following draft table illustrates this concept, after 

Hess; “Freiwilligkeit” in the Swiss procedure is here replaced by “rank of APSFR”).  

 

Output of the exercise on the 
map of the Kupa river at 

Karlovac 

Output of the exercise on the map of 
the Neretva river 

Draft criteria, for illustration 
purposes 

Chosen approach: defining 
four priority classes 

using mainly population 
(number of people per 
APSFR) and economic 
activity/IPPC; 

Output: CLASSES 

Chosen approach:  the criteria 
were defined and prioritised; the 
ranking was done first using the 
first criteria, ex-aequo being then 
ranked according to 2nd criteria, 
and so on. 
Output: RANKING. Classes can be 
defined afterwards (more degree 
of freedom) 

Prioritisation criteria: how to 
decide which project to 
choose using both 
prioritisation outcome and 
MCA criteria. 

 

Possibility after Hess:  

 Class I = symbol  "3 person"  
and/or IPPC institutes 

 Class I = i projects: 

  project #1 to #i 

 Low thresholds (example: 
benefit/cost > 1 AND other 
criteria > “acceptable”) 

 Class II = symbol  "2 person" 
and/or economic activity 

 Class II = j projects: 

  project #i+1 to #i+j 

 Medium thresholds (example: 
benefit/cost > 2 AND all other 
criteria > “good”) 

 Class III = symbol  "1 
person" 

 Class III = k projects 

  project #i+j+1 to #i+j+k 

 Strict thresholds (example: 
benefit/cost > 5 AND other 
criteria > “good”) 

 Class IV = Other  Class IV = the other projects 

 project #i+j+k+1 to #N 

 Exceptions (example: 
benefit/cost > 20 AND other 
criteria > “excellent”) 
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3. General recommendations 
 Gather information on existing cost-benefit practises in Croatia, if possible in similar domains 

(infrastructure building...). 

 Increase the knowledge on cost-benefit analysis: carry out / fund pilot risk assessment: these 

local pilot studies will check the feasibility of the method (with regard to available data, etc.), 

assess accuracy in present conditions and identify the need for research. These studies will 

also contribute to the dissemination of the method and to the definition of national 

guidelines. 

 Fund / carry out task of building national or regional damage functions, or write guidelines to 

the assessment of damage functions. 

 Publish a guide to ensure that the method is well-applied and along the same lines to allow 

for comparison and ranking (see as well figure 5, example of recent or ongoing work on CBA 

and other risk assessment methods in France and figure 6) 

 

What is the point of CBA 

(“ACB” in French'): wise 

use of public money 

“BENEFIT”   /     “COST”  

=avoided damages / investment and 

 maintenance 

Rationale of CBA: weighing out 

benefits and costs     

1. Definition, in consultation, of the 

domain of the analysis 

2. Assessment of the exposure to risk 

on the domain 

3. Assessment of the benefits 

4. Assessment of the cost of the 

measures 

5. Computation of the CBA indicators 

6. Sensitivity analysis 

Principles of cost-benefit analysis in one picture Steps of cost-benefit analysis  

Figure 5   CBA for decision-makers: concepts explained in an easy-to-read 44-p leaflet 
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“value of N to be chosen; usually it is 

set as50 years; make your own choice 

after sensitivity analyses” 

Steps of cost-benefit analysis Estimation of AAD 

(=”DEMA”) 

Full formula for AAD/Cost ratio and 

advice (ri = discount rate; N = number 

of years over which the assessment is 

carried out) 

Figure 6   CBA guidelines for practitioners: practical   
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Annex 1 – Workshop results on the assessment of flood risks Kupa river and 

Neretva Delta  
 

The objective of the workshop was to apply a stepwise approach on flood risk assessment. This 

approach was proposed during the mission. Aim of the workshop was to see whether: 

 assess whether the method could work for the two pilot areas, given the available data  

 conclude whether the method could work on the scale for the whole country. 

2 groups were formed, one for the Neretva Delta and one for the Kupa river. For both pilot areas 

hazard maps and risk maps were available.  

Team Kupa River: Approach applied on pilot area of the Kupa river. The area around Karlovac.  

 

Figure 1  Area considered and output from the workshop 

Ranking criteria and priorities, result 

Chosen approach:  four priority classes were defined using mainly population (number of people per 

APSFR) and economic activity/IPPC (note: 1 person on the risk maps indicates a number less than 100 

affected people, 2 persons on the map indicate a number of affected people between 100 and 1000 

and 3 persons on the map indicate a number of affected people higher than 1000); 

 Class I = symbol  "3 persons"  and/or  IPPC institutes 

 Class II = symbol  "2 persons" and/or economic activity 

 Class III = symbol  "1 person" 
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 Class IV = Other 

Discussion 

Flood dynamics, flood preparedness: preparatory discussions within the group mentioned the 

dynamics of flood : for flash floods, there is little time to make arrangement to secure dangerous 

substances e.g. seal tanks of IPPC facilities. With more delay and a good warning system flood 

consequences would be smaller in well-prepared facilities. For the time being, the criterion was 

explicitly described as:  an IPPC facility present  in the extreme flood scenario led to attribution of 

Class I to the APSF. In this exercise, only the number of IPPC plants were counted. The flooding of 

one IPPC plant will not be the same as the flooding of another. The flooding of a nuclear plant for 

instance, will have a much bigger and wider impact than the flooding of a chemical installation.   

Influence of the previous choices: During the exercise, classes were defined using the available 

information ; for instance, the classes representing number of people were used in their present 

form (symbol with 1, 2, 3 persons were directly related to classes III, II and I). With the short time 

allowed it was difficult to do otherwise, whereas during a more in-depth study the criteria could be 

refined, using the data underlying the risk map (i.e. more classes for number of people, with other 

thresholds). 

Need for more detailed information: During the debriefing, it was said that infrastructure had been 

taken into account (main railway and motorway), but that in this particular catchment people knew 

that these infrastructures were raised so as not to be impacted by floods. This implies, for 

generalisation, to gather and include this kind of information in the geo referenced database used for 

the assessment. 

Domain of the study:  a municipality not marked as a APSFR but surrounded by APSFRs was anyway 

analysed and given a high priority from the information given on the map. This may indicate a 

discrepancy between the data used to delineate the APSFR and the one used to draw the map.   

Team Neretva Delta: Approach applied on pilot area of the Neretva Delta. 
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Figure 2  Location of the area and outcome of the workshop 

 

Ranking criteria and priorities, result 

Chosen approach 

Step 1: selection of areas to be considered or not  

In this step a selection of areas with potential risks (APSFR) was made based upon the criteria and 

more detailed parameters below. The map – see figure 2 shows the results of APSFR not selected 

(green post it) respectively selected areas (red post-it). Also a weight – priority nr. - was given to 

those criteria; see table below. 

 

Priority 

nr. 

Criterion Return period of flood comments 

1 Population (number of people ) 1 : 100  

2 Infrastructural objects  (roads, 

railways, electricity, drinking 

water, etc.) 

1 : 100 -> more 

detailed 

 

3 Intensive agriculture 1 : 25 -> more detailed Priority score is area 

specific because of 

capital intensive 

agriculture 

4 Economic activity (number of 

object) 

1 : 100 Priority score is area 

specific because of 

capital intensive 

agriculture 
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Step 2: ranking of the selected areas. 

In the second step the 12 selected APSFRs were scored per criterion.  

Criterion 1 was scored more in detail in classes: 1= <100; 2= 100<nr<1000; 3= >1000. Criterion 2 was 

scored according the number of objects.  

Criterion 3 was scored 0 if no intensive agricultural use was present and x if it was.  

Criterion 4 was scored 0 if no object is present and x if infrastructural object is present 

 

Criterion -> 

Area  

1 

Class 1-3 

2 3 4 rank 

1 1 2 0 0 3 

2 0 11 x x 1 

3 1 2 0 0 3 

4 0 2 x 0 10 

5 1 1 x 0 5 

6 1 0 x 0 6 

7 1 0 x 0 6 

8 1 0 0 0 9 

9 1 7 x 0 2 

10 0 0 x 0 11 

11 0 0 x 0 11 

12 1 0 x 0 6 

 

Discussion 

It must be no coincidence that both approaches use the number of inhabitants as an important 

criterion. Maybe that is the same as solidarity principle. 

Discussions took place about the order of columns 3 and 4; the other group pointed out that 

economical activities should be considered before agriculture. It turned out that in this particular 

catchment there was only one object label economical activity, in the APSFR with the highest 

population. So, this particular choice did not influence the outcome. However, this discussion shown 

that a procedure validated on a given catchment could lead to discrepancies when applied to others. 

The procedures have thus to be defined on a broader scale, and maybe tested on contrasted areas.  

One of the comments of this approach was that now the individual APSFRs were considered. In 

practice, hydrological units will be considered, so groups of APSFRs should be considered instead of 

individual ones. For an individual APSFR, raising a dyke can be a good measure, while looking at the 

hydrological system, the construction of a diversion canal can be more appropriate.  

Both approaches have advantages as well as disadvantages but could be used and are worthwhile for 
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the first round of selection and prioritising. Differentiation could be done with other scenarios – e.g. 

future situation or failure scenario - sensibility analysis resulting in a 3 or more dimensional matrix. 

The approach in steps is a good approach for the first selection of areas. 
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Annex 2 – Flood Risk Assessment in Austria 
 

Flood Risk Assessment in Austria has been done in the process of performing the PFRA and for 

identifying the APSFRs. A prioritisation of measures for the FRMP was proposed in the process of 

finding a concept for FRMP processes and reporting.  

Flood Risk Assessment was not performed for the step between the FHM/FRM and the FRMPs, 

because it was felt that there is little need for prioritising the 391 APSFRs or measures proposed.  

However, the criteria used for the PFRA for identifying significant past and future events refer to the 

risk receptors and these criteria and the process of finding the overall risk can reasonably feed the 

process in Croatia, therefore the PFRA criteria and process will be given here. 

National Risk Assessment philosophy 

Austria puts high effort in appropriate spatial planning. The hazard zone plans in Austria are done by 

the competent authorities and provide information based upon flood extent, water depth and flow 

velocity, which determine areas where building activities are prohibited and areas where building 

activities are permitted under certain precautions.  

In principle, the Water Act gives the responsibility for flood protection to the property owner 

endangered by flooding. In larger areas, where flood protection is necessary for high value land uses 

like settlement areas or economic areas, usually municipalities may apply for funding for structural 

flood protection measures. If for the planned measure the cost-benefit can be proved, support 

funding from provincial and governmental level is provided for protection levels up to 1/100 years. 

The rules to be applied for the CBA are given in a national guideline (RIWA-T1).  

 Risk assessment in PFRA 

For the PFRA, a list of criteria was developed to assign high risk for the distinction between significant 

and not significant past events. The criteria are listed in Table 1. If one of the criteria was met, the 

event was assigned as a significant event.  

Note! The choice of total values pushes the priority to large settlements and large economic areas. 

This way, smaller settlements and economic areas cannot become significant. 

Characteristics High risk 

Flood frequency > 100 

Affected settlement and economic areas ≥ 60 ha 

Inhabitants and employees in floods extent on 1,5 km river stretch > 300 

Direct flood related casualties ≥ 1 

                                                           

1 Lebensministerium Österreich TECHNISCHE RICHTLINIEN für die Bundeswasserbauverwaltung 
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Economic damage (incl. Infrastructure, cultural assets) ≥ 5 Mio € / 60 ha 

No drinking water through pollution > 1000 persons 

Relevant ecological damage in protected area ≥ 100 ha 

Table 1: PFRA in AT: criteria for significant past events 

With regards to potential future events, the effects of flooding were projected to the river. The 

criteria for the 4 risk receptors are shown in Table 2.  

 

Table 2: PFRA in AT: criteria for significant future events 

The risk was accumulated by river sections. The concept is such that that the highest individual risk 

determines the overall risk. A schematic illustration is given in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: PFRA in AT: Schematic diagram for assessing overall risk 

The complete overview of the PFRA can be found in the official PFRA report (PFRA AT2 , in German) 

Note! By taking the highest individual risk as trigger for the overall risk, there is no priority given to 

areas where not all risk receptors are present. If some risk receptors are considered less important 

than others, the threshold for individual risk for the risk receptors can be chosen accordingly. 

 Risk assessment / prioritisation for FRMP / measures 

                                                           

2 see: http://www.lebensministerium.at/wasser/wasser-eu-international/hwrl_vorlaeufigeB.html 
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Austria developed a proposal for a prioritisation method for the measure types selected within an 

APSFR. By means of a catalogue of questions targeting the appropriate FRMP objectives for measures 

possible within an APSFR but not yet fully implemented, the three indicators (i) risk reduction, (ii) 

status development and (iii) feasibility were assessed and with the help of a matrix a priority in 

classes was given to the measures.  

Figure 2: FRMP in AT: schematic illustration of draft ranking of measures in APSFR 

The concept is illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.. Basic input for the prioritisation 

were risk reduction and the status development (implementation speed) of the proposed measures. 

Good feasibility would improve the priority by one.  

Note! With this system, a comparison among structural and non-structural measures was attempted. 

However, the method favours quick implementable measures which is often disadvantageous for 

structural measures. This method was discarded at the end of 2013.  
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Annex 3 – Flood risk map and prioritisation criteria examples for France 

Life before the Floods Directive: Risk Maps for physical planning: Plans de Prévention du Risque 

Inondation - PPRI 

The main existing flood maps in France, meeting national requirements, are: 

 Atlas des Zones Inondables (AZI): flood extent for a reference past flood or for a centennial 

probabilistic flood. 

 Plans de Prévention du Risque Inondation (PPRI): the objective of PPRIs is to delineate the 

areas where it is allowed / not allowed to build.  

 the maps made for the Floods Directive are public. They will be used for public information, 

and may be used as element for decision-making for crisis management ( extreme event 

maps) and for physical planning where PPRI do not exist yet, but unlike PPRIs they are not 

legal documents which determine obligatory rules.     

 

A 1995 law created the PPRI to quantify the risk for physical planning (land use and construction 

limitations) and public safety. They are made by the State services and undergo a process of 

approval. Once the PPRI are validated and approved, they become a legal document which 

prescriptions have to be respected. They include a flood hazard assessment (depending on the local 

context: river overflows and/or surface runoff...), usually for a reference event, and a danger matrix 

to derive danger classes from flood hazard and land use. The deliverables are published maps, per 

municipality, and the report which describes the rationale and the information displayed on the map.  
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flood hazard map: shades of blue = classes of 

water depth for a reference event 

 Land use constraints; blue = possible to 

build, under conditions; red = forbidden to 

build; orange =  flood expansion areas 

Figure 1  Principle of the PPRI mapping explained in a technical guide: city of Tarbes 

Definition of classes: 

Top line: flood hazard: Aléa Moyen: medium 

meaning water depth < 1 m) and flow velocity is 

medium Aléa Fort: strong meaning water 

depth > 1 m and flow velocity is high 

Left column: current land use: top = non-urban; 

bottom = urban zones 

 

 

 

Danger matrix and danger classes: A1 and A2 = 

not possible to build (with some exceptions as 

described in the document); B: possible to 

build, under some constraints 

 Limitations of land use constraints; blue = 

possible to build, under conditions; red = 

forbidden to build; orange =  flood 

expansion areas 

Figure 2  Extract of the zoning maps showing land use limitations 
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Floods Directive – step 1: Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment  

Flood hazard maps 

Approximation of Flood Extent ENVELOPPE (AEIP) merging information on historical events, existing 

AZI and PPRI and further semi-automatic modelling to fill in the gaps. Surface water are groundwater 

floods are mainly characterised through past event maps included in the AEIP envelope. 

Risk indicators 

Several indicators were defined, covering the four receptors defined in the Flood Directive. The main 

criteria used to define the APSFR were: number of people & jobs in the flooded area for each 

municipality (in total number, not density, and without probabilistic weighting assessment: people 

flooded every 500 years count as much as people flooded every 10 years) 

 

  

  

Figure 3  Example of Preliminary Assessment indicator maps in France (see 

http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/GB_EPRI_Principaux-

resultats.pdf) 

Selection of APSFR (Territoires à Risque important d'inondation (TRI)) 
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One of the goals was to define approximately 80 to 100 TRIs, including 50 % of  the jobs and 

population within the AEIP extend. A TRI can be composed of one municipality or more, aggregated 

to make spatially coherent territories. 

The first draft was submitted to public consultation and in the final stage 120 TRI were defined. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4   Map of TRI In the Seine catchment management unit 

Probabilistic hazard and risk maps within TRI 

Probabilistic hazard and risk maps were drawn according to national specifications 

 

 

Hazard map: 3 probabilistic flood extent maps 

considering overflow of the main river(s). Here: the 

Cher river 

 

Risk map: overlay of the 3 probabilistic  maps 

(shades of green) and main stakes (symbols on the 

map) 

Figure 5  Example of the Floods Directive hazard and risk maps 
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Annex 4 – Flood Risk Philosophy in Switzerland 
 

Switzerland has an integrated philosophy for protection against natural disasters. This platform is 

called PLANAT3.  

In this strategy, differentiated in categories between voluntary risk, high self-determination, low self-

determination and involuntary risk is made. Depending on the risk category, the limit costs per 

prevented fatality increase (see 1).  

Figure 1 CH PLANAT strategy: left: risk categories and marginal costs; right: risk categories, 

individual death risk: maximum value of death risk per year, collective risk: limit costs 

prevented fatality, examples 

For different natural hazards, intensity classes are defined. Intensity classes for floods (water only) 

are defined by water depth and velocity, see figure 2, taken from HESS4. Based upon the event 

probability (low, medium, high frequency flood) and on the intensity classes, overall hazard classes 

are derived.   

                                                           

3 See: http://www.planat.ch/de/infomaterial-detailansicht/datum/2009/01/01/planat-projekt-a11-

risikokonzept-naturgefahren/ 

4 http://www.vdf.ethz.ch/service/3390/3390_Schutzziele-im-Umgang-mit-Naturrisiken-in-der-

Schweiz_OA.pdf 

http://www.planat.ch/de/infomaterial-detailansicht/datum/2009/01/01/planat-projekt-a11-risikokonzept-naturgefahren/
http://www.planat.ch/de/infomaterial-detailansicht/datum/2009/01/01/planat-projekt-a11-risikokonzept-naturgefahren/
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Figure 2 PLANAT (from: HESS): top: flood intensity definitions; bottom: hazard classes depending 

on probability and intensity (strong, medium, weak intensity) 

In the final step, the efficiency of the possible measures to be taken to reduce the flood risk shall 

depend upon (i) voluntarity of risk, (ii) asset with damage potential (road, house, etc.) and hazard 

class, see figure 3.  
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Figure 3   PLANAT (from HESS): efficiency of measures taken to reduce flood risk 

Explanation: (block 1 = Freiwilligkeitsklasse 1: low-to-medium-value assets where there is no real 

NEED to be so it is personal CHOICE to go there (e.g. climbing routes, skiing routes, mountain paths 

for hiking). Even if there is very high danger (red hazard class), one should only take measures if 

these are very efficient. Because nobody really NEEDS to be there in case of danger (meaning nobody 

is obliged to go hiking in a flood event). 
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On the other side, block 4 = Freiwilligkeitsklasse 4 contains high-value assets like railway lines, houses 

for one and two families, settlement areas. In these areas, there are usually people and there is an 

accepted NEED that people are there also in case of danger. So for very high = red danger classes, 

one should take every measure that’s necessary to protect people and assets, even if they are not 

efficient (from cost-benefit point of view)! People will be in their homes in a flood event as long as 

there’s no danger to life). If the danger class in this area is low, then one should only implement 

measures with high efficiency. In the classes 2 and 3 , the blue and yellow hazard areas,  then either 

probability and/or intensity is not too high, so a good CBR for spending money on measures should 

play a role.   

However, HESS also cites the law, in which protection levels depending on the asset at risk can be 

found, see figure 4. 

 

Top : flood probability (Q1 to Q100 ; Probable 

Maximal Floods) 

Lines : 

 Natural landscapes : no design level 

 Extensive agriculture 

 Intensive agriculture 

 Isolated building, local infrastructures 

 National infrastructures 

 Settlement, industries 

 Other important receptors : to be 

determined case by case 

Figure 4 Matrix of objectives of protection for categories of land use (in Loat, 2009). Green = 

complete protection, Orange = Limited protection, Red: no protection. 

Referring to hazard mapping, the Swiss agency for development and cooperation points out that: 

 several types of relevant maps co-exist (event maps, hazard maps, danger maps, risk maps); 

each has its own objectives (see figure 5 and 6). It can be confusing to mix information useful 

for emergency planning and for identification of need for protection on the same map. They 

give some hints about scale, requirements of costs for different categories of maps. 

 hazard, risk and danger maps should be regularly updated, but these updates are not so 

frequent as they should be because of their cost.   

 the definition of the return period or probability of occurrence is merely impossible for some 

natural processes such as landslides or debris flows. 
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Figure 5  Different possible use of risk assessment (Loat, 2009)  
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Figure 6 Use of hazard maps for physical planning in Switzerland. Top: “danger matrix” defining 

danger classes using the outputs of the hazard assessment (depth of flow, current 

velocity, flood return period); bottom: example of resulting map showing legal land use 

restrictions (in SDC document) 
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Annex 5 – Dealing with Flood risks and Spatial Planning in the Netherlands 
 

 

Flood risk zoning, although developed by water managers, is an instrument for spatial planning, 

especially new developments. Mapping risk zones is carried out for areas in order to develop and 

implement special measures per area to enhance safety and sustainable spatial  planning. It 

contributes less to diminishing the probability of floods rather than to reducing the occurrence or 

effects of floods. Hazard maps are made for assessing the exposure of an area to depth and velocity 

of floods, while risks maps are made for determining the numbers of casualties or deaths and 

damage of properties. 

Next to mapping hazards and risks based on current climate conditions, specific areal mapping is 

carried out for perspectives of spatial development on the midterm and long run. Those perspective 

maps also indicate what administrative level is best for taking decisions about the measures. Deep 

polders should stay unbuilt as long as possible, urban areas can be lifted or areas can be divided in 

compartments, or special infrastructure such as hospitals can be moved to higher or developed on 

places. Non-structural measures as early warning systems can be implemented and help in case of 

flooding inhabitants flee to higher places. 

 

At last, in the Netherlands flood risk zoning also effects spatial developments in the surrounding 

areas. Developing and applying this instrument enhances the integral mind set of all involved parties. 

Adaptive water management and sustainable spatial planning are going hand in hand more and 

more. Risks maps are public information that can be consulted via websites by anyone in the 

Netherlands. One of the Dutch instruments is mapping the consequences of a dike breach. 

Parameters used are water depth and the time left until the maximum water depth is reached. This 

can be used in physical planning.  
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Figure 1  Flood risk zoning in the Hoeksche Waard, a polder in the Netherlands 

(Legend: green: shallow water depth and more than 9 hours left before the maximum water level is reached, yellow: 

shallow water depth and less than 9 hours left, light orange: middle deep and slowly filling, dark orange: middle deep and 

quickly filling, red: deep and slowly filling, dark red: deep and quickly filling, blue: unprotected area, white: extreme small 

change to be flooded) 

 

In figure 2 the consequences for actual adaptations and future development are given. A distinction 

was made between areas already build and areas not yet under construction. The orange colours are 

related to the areas not yet under construction, the purple colours are related to the areas already 

build. The darker the colour, the more restrictions or adaptations should be necessary. 
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Figure 2  Perspectives for the areas not yet under construction and build areas 

(Legend: yellow: normal protection (shallow water depth), light orange: new construction is possible on condition that 

adaptations are made (middle deep), light purple: limited adaptations (middle deep), orange: preferably not, unless 

measures are taken to reduce the risk, e.g.), purple: take adaptation measures to reduce the risk, e.g. construction of 

elevated escape routes (deep water depth and slowly filling), red: not, unless measures are taken to reduce the risk or the 

exposure, e.g. the construction of compartments to enlarge the time of filling or the construction of breach resistant dikes, 

dark purple: strong adaptations should be made, e.g. reduction of  the risk or the exposure, e.g. the construction of 

compartments to enlarge the time of filling or the construction of breach resistant dikes, blue: unprotected area, white: 

extreme small change to be flooded) 
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Annex 6 – List of abbreviations on Twinning project “Floods” 
 

ENGLISH CROATIAN 

Act.  activity  aktivnost 

AHN Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland 

(The Up-to-date Height Model of The 

Netherlands) 

 Digitalni model reljefa Nizozemske  

APSFR Areas with Potential Significant Flood 

Risk 

 Područja s potencijalno značajnim 

rizikom od poplava 

ASCII American Standard Code for 

Information Interchange 

ASCII Američki standardni znakovnik za 

razmjenu informacija 

AT Austria AT Austrija 

BC Beneficiary Country  Zemlja korisnica 

CEA Croatian Environment Agency AZO Agencija za zaštitu okoliša 

 Bosnia & Herzegovina BIH Bosna i Hercegovina 

CETE 

Méditerranée 

Le Centre d'Études Techniques de 

l'Équipement (The Technical Study 

and Engineering Centre) 

 Centar za tehničke studije i 

inženjering (Francuska) 

CL Component Leader  Voditelj projektne komponente  

CLC Corine Land Cover  Corine baza podataka   

CRO Croatia HR Hrvatska  

CW Croatian Waters HV Hrvatske vode 

dbf DataBase File dbf DataBase File 

DEM Digital Elevation Model DMR Digitalni model reljefa 

DGPS Differential Global Positioning System DGPS Diferencijalni globalni pozicijski 

sustav 

DLG Dienst Landelijk Gebied (Dutch 

Government Service for Land and 

Water Management) 

 Državna služba za upravljanje 

zemljištem i vodama (Nizozemska) 

DSM Digital Surface Model  Digitalni model površine 

DTAP Development, Testing,  Razvoj, Testiranje, Prihvaćanje i 
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Acceptance and Production  Proizvodnja 

DTM Digital Terrain Model DMR Digitalni model reljefa 

DWG DraWinG (a file format) DWG DraWinG  

EC European Commission EK Europska komisija 

ETRS European Terrestrial Reference 

System 

ETRS Europski terestrički referentni sustav 

EU European Union EU Europska unija 

EUD European Union Delegation  Delegacija Europske unije 

FD Floods Directive  Direktiva o poplavama 

FR France FR Francuska 

FRM Flood Risk Management  Upravljanje poplavnim rizicima 

FRMP Flood Risk Management Plan  Plan upravljanja poplavnim rizicima 

FTP File Transfer Protocol FTP FTP protokol 

GDB Geodatabase  Geografska baza podataka 

GIS Geographic Information System GIS Geografski informacijski sustav 

HEC Hydrologic Engineering Centre  Hidrološki inženjerski centar 

HEC-RAS Hydrologic Engineering Centre River 

Analysis System 

HEC-RAS HEC-RAS (računalni sustav) 

HEP HEP (Group), Croatian national 

electricity company  

HEP Hrvatska elektroprivreda 

HIC Hydrographic Institute of the 

Republic of Croatia 

HHI Hrvatski hidrografski institut 

 Croatian Terrestrial Reference 

System 

HTRS Hrvatski terestrički referentni sustav 

HQ headquarters  središnjica 

ICT Information and Communications 

Technology 

IKT Informacijsko-komunikacijska 

tehnologija 

IIS Internet Information Services  Internet Information Services (web 

server aplikacija) 
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IPA Instrument for Pre-Accession 

Assistance 

IPA Instrument za pretpristupnu pomoć 

IPPC Integrated pollution prevention and 

control 

 Integrirano sprječavanje i kontrola 

onečišćenja 

JPL Junior Project Leader  Mlađi voditelj projekta 

MHSC Meteorological and Hydrological 

Service of Croatia 

DHMZ Državni hidrometeorološki zavod 

MoA Ministry of Agriculture  Ministarstvo poljoprivrede 

MoSCoW Must/Should/Could/Would  MoSCoW sistem 

MS Member State  država članica (EU) 

NGO Non-governmental organisation NVO Nevladina organizacija/udruga 

NL The Netherlands NL Nizozemska  

NPRD National Protection and Rescue 

Directorate 

DUZS Državna uprava za zaštitu i 

spašavanje 

PA Pilot area  Pilot područje 

PFRA Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment  Prethodna procjena razine rizika od 

poplava 

PIP Project Implementation Plan  Plan provedbe projekta 

PL Project Leader  Voditelj projekta 

PPT PowerPoint PP PowerPoint 

RBD River Basin District  Vodno područje 

RBMP River Basin Management Plan  Plan upravljanja vodnim područjima 

QA Quality Assurance  Osiguranje kvalitete 

QR Quarterly Report  Kvartalno izvješće 

QS Quality Standards  Standardi kvalitete 

RTA Resident Twinning Advisor  Dugoročni savjetnik za Twinning 

RTAA Resident Twinning Advisor Assistant  Pomoćnik Dugoročnog savjetnika za 

Twinning 

RTAI/T Resident Twinning Advisor  Prevoditelj/Tumač Dugoročnog 
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Interpreter/Translator savjetnika za Twinning 

SGA State Geodetic Administration DGU Državna geodetska uprava 

SQL Structured Query Language SQL Structured Query Language 

STE Short Term Expert  Kratkoročni stručnjak na projektu 

TIN Triangulated Irregular Network   Triangulirana nepravilna mreža 

TNA Training Needs Analysis  Analiza potreba za obukom 

ToR Terms of Reference  Opis poslova / projektni zadatak  

 Polytechnic of Zagreb TVZ Tehničko veleučilište u Zagrebu 

TP Testing, Production   Testiranje, Proizvodnja 

TW Twinning TW Twinning 

WFD Water Framework Directive  Okvirna direktiva o vodama 

WISE Water Information System for Europe WISE Europski informacijski sustav za vode 

i more 

WMD Water Management Department VGO Vodnogospodarski odjel 

WMI Water Management Institute  Zavod za vodno gospodarstvo 

 

 


